[The significance of the heparin precipitable fraction in lung diseases].
The authors recently experienced a case of idiopathic interstitial pneumonia (IIP) that exhibited skin ulcers due to increased heparin precipitable fraction (HPF) in plasma. This case prompted us to investigate the occurrence and significance of HPF in interstitial pneumonia (IP). The subjects included patients with IIP (acute exacerbation 6 cases, chronic active stage 12 cases), IP associated with collagen vascular disease (CVD) (9 cases) and granulomatous lung diseases (7 cases). The data indicated that all of the cases with acute exacerbation of IIP exhibited increased plasma HPF values (218-951 mg/dl) compared to those of normal controls (less than 180 mg/dl). In contrast, the values ranged within normal limits in all of the cases with IP associated with CVD. In a companion study, we measured plasma HPF values in patients with lung cancer, bacterial pneumonia and diffuse panbronchiolitis. It was found that 22% of the subjects showed increased plasma HPF values. We also investigated whether there were correlations between plasma HPF and various inflammatory parameters. The data revealed that there were correlations between HPF and ESR, CRP, alpha 1-globulin, alpha 2-globulin, complement (C3) or fibrinogen. However, there was no correlation between HPF and fibronection. These results suggest that plasma HPF is valuable to evaluate the acute exacerbation of IIP, although the elevation of plasma HPF levels is not specific.